Workshop 3

Mastering Change
Eric Allenbaugh, Ph.D. (Allenbaugh Associates, Inc.) (Email: eric@allenbaugh.com; Ph: 503-635-3963)

Abstract: Change happens. You can either be a master of change or a victim of change. You can either shape change or be shaped by change. Change inspires, enlivens, and encourages. It can stimulate your creativity, move you off your stuck position, challenge you to be your best, and be a catalyst for action. At the same time, change might tap into your fears and insecurities. Depending on how change is handled, it can either energize or immobilize.

Change comes with the territory of being a leader at any organizational level. Effective leaders build understanding of the need for change, engage others in the process of change, work through resistance to change, and build ownership of and commitment to the new direction.

This interactive Mastering Change Workshop will provide participants with effective strategies and pragmatic tools to facilitate individuals, teams, and organizations in moving from where they are to where they want to be.

Outline:
- Visioning what you want to create
- The 2 change cycles: regression and growth
- Change: what’s in it for me? (WIIFM)
- The 4 transition stages of change
- How change impacts performance: The 4-stage productivity path
- Building “ownership” of the change: The 5 options for stakeholder engagement
- Getting the “wild geese” to fly in formation
- When do we involve people in change?
- Why do people resist change?
- Facilitating change: The 8 strategies to build support for change
- To change or not to change?
- Moving from a problem to a success focus
- Balancing courage and safety in the change process
- Expanding my circle of influence -- it starts with me!
- The “3Rs” for renewing your competitive edge
- The ongoing challenge: being “on purpose”
- The decision diamond: The test of mission, vision, and culture
- The Blip Theory: making it stick
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